1. **Topics.** The major foci of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate of the CSU for 2004-2005 were topics relating to facilitating graduation, academic advising, the LDTP program, the death of the CAN system, and general education.

2. **Resolutions:**

   3. **Reaffirming the Role of Faculty in Initiatives for "Achieving the Baccalaureate Degree",** AS-2697-05/EX/AA (Approved Without Dissent), May, 2005.
   4. **Support for the Use of the "New SAT" in the CSU Eligibility Index,** AS-2691-05/AA (Approved without Dissent), May, 2005.
   5. **Actions Needed to Improve the Quality of Academic Advising in the CSU,** AS-2690-05/AA (Approved without Dissent), March, 2005.
   7. **The Role of Prebaccalaureate Programs (AKA Remediation) in the California State University,** AS-2687-05/AA (Approved), May, 2005.
   9. **Maintaining the Quality of Faculty Who Teach in the Extended University,** AS-2679-04/AA (Withdrawn), March, 2005.

3. **Actions and Discussions Other than Resolutions.**

   - Offered advice on the development and implementation of the Early Assessment and Lower Division Transfer Programs.
   - Decided that a resolution on the cost of textbooks was not appropriate at the time (Fall, 2004).
   - Referred to the GE Advisory Committee the issue of double counting in the General Education program.
   - Discussed transfers within and among CSU institutions.
• Established a subcommittee to deal with graduate education policy issues.
• Offered advice to the GE Advisory Committee regarding proposed supplemental criteria for campus evaluation of the GE program.
• Upon the request of the Executive Committee, added clauses relating to CSU graduate education for a proposed Assembly Concurrent Resolution supporting graduate education in both the CSU and the UC.
• Monitored legislative issues relating to the community college baccalaureate degree, the proposed student bill of rights, and the dissolution of CPEC.
• Discussed issues related to facilitating graduation and advising, such as what the campus policies should be relating to repeats and when a student should declare a major.
• Discussed issues relating to campus background checks.
• Discussed updating the 21st century report.
• Discussed issues relating to class limits for online courses.

4. Topics Likely to be of Concern to the Academic Affairs Committee in 2005-2006.

A. Update of the 21st Century Report. The tables are to be updated in Summer, 2005. The text is to be the topic of committee discussion in Fall 2005.

B. Review of the CSU Statewide General Education Program. The committee decided in May 2005 to review the entire statewide general education component in Fall 2005.
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